This is a written version of a series of three lectures aimed at graduate students in the field of experimental high energy physics. The emphasis is on physics that is relevant to 
Flavor Physics

What is Flavor Physics and Why is it Interesting?
The Standard Model fermions appear in three generations. Flavor physics describes interactions that distinguish between the fermion generations.
The fermions experience two types of interactions: gauge interactions, where two fermions couple to a gauge boson, and Yukawa interactions, where two fermions couple to a scalar. Within the Standard Model [1] [2] [3] , there are twelve gauge bosons, related to the gauge symmetry
and a single Higgs scalar, related to the spontaneous symmetry breaking
In the interaction basis, gauge interactions are diagonal (and universal, namely described by a single gauge coupling for each factor in G SM : g s , g and g ′ ). By definition, the interaction eigenstates have no gauge couplings between fermions of different generations.
The Yuakawa interactions are, however, quite complicated in the interaction basis. In particular, there are Yukawa couplings that involve fermions of different generations and, consequently, the interaction eigenstates do not have well-defined masses. Flavor Physics refers to the part of the Standard Model that depends on the Yukawa couplings.
In the mass basis, Yukawa interactions are diagonal (though not universal). The mass eigenstates have, by definition, well-defined masses. The gauge interactions related to spontaneously broken symmetries can, however, be quite complicated in the mass basis.
In particular, the SU (2) L gauge couplings are not diagonal, that is they mix quarks of different generations. Flavor Physics here refers to fermion masses and mixings.
Why is flavor physics interesting? (iv) CP violation is closely related to flavor physics. It is one of the least tested aspects of the Standard Model: Even though the Kobayashi-Maskawa phase [4] can account for the CP violation that has been measured in K decays [5] , the Standard Model picture of CP violation could still be completely wrong. Almost any extension of the Standard Model provides new sources of CP violation. The observed baryon asymmetry of the universe requires new sources of CP violation [6] . (The motivation to study CP violation is described in more detail in section 3.)
What are the Flavor Parameters?
The The Standard Model gauge interactions do not distinguish between the different generations. Another way to state this is to say that the gauge interactions are flavor-blind.
The strength of the gauge interactions depends on the gauge quantum numbers given in with the electroweak breaking scale of order v ≈ 246 GeV . Upon the replacement Re(φ 0 ) → (v + H 0 )/ √ 2, the Yukawa interactions (1.6) give rise to mass terms:
where
and we decomposed the SU (2) L doublets into their components:
Since neutrinos have no Yukawa interactions, they are massless.
The mass basis corresponds, by definition, to diagonal mass matrices. We can always find unitary matrices V f L and V f R such that
with M diag f diagonal and real. The mass eigenstates are then identified as
(1.11)
Note that, since the neutrinos are massless, V νL is arbitrary.
The charged current interactions (that is the interactions of the charged SU (2) L gauge
, which in the interaction basis are described by (1.5), have a complicated form in the mass basis:
The 3 × 3 unitary matrix,
is the CKM mixing matrix for quarks [7, 4] . It generally depends on nine parameters: three real angles and six phases.
The form of the matrix is not unique. Usually, the following two conventions are employed:
(i) There is freedom in defining V CKM in that we can permute between the various generations. This freedom is fixed by ordering the up quarks and the down quarks by their
.) It is an interesting fact that with this convention V CKM is close to a unit matrix. (See, for example, ref. [8] for a discussion of this point in the framework of horizontal symmetries.)
(ii) There is further freedom in the phase structure of V CKM . Let us define P f (f = u, d, ℓ) to be diagonal unitary (phase) matrices. Then, if instead of using V f L and V f R for the rotation (1.11) to the mass basis we useṼ 
This freedom is fixed by demanding that V CKM will have the minimal number of phases.
In the three generation case V CKM has a single phase. (There are five phase differences between the elements of P u and P d and, therefore, five of the six phases in the CKM matrix can be removed.) This is the Kobayashi-Maskawa phase δ KM which is the single source of CP violation in the Standard Model [4] .
As a result of the fact that V CKM is not diagonal, the W ± gauge bosons can couple to quark (mass eigenstates) of different generations. Within the Standard Model, this is the only source of flavor changing interactions. In principle, there could be additional sources of flavor mixing in the lepton sector and in Z 0 interactions. We now explain why, within the Standard Model, this does not happen.
Mixing in the lepton sector: An analysis similar to the above applies also to the lefthanded leptons. The mixing matrix is (V νL V † ℓL ). However, we can use the arbitrariness of V νL (related to the masslessness of neutrinos) to choose V νL = V ℓL , and the mixing matrix becomes a unit matrix. We conclude that the masslessness of neutrinos (if true) implies that there is no mixing in the lepton sector. If neutrinos have masses then the leptonic charged current interactions will exhibit mixing and CP violation.
Mixing in neutral current interactions: Defining tan
(B is the gauge boson related to U (1) Y .) Therefore, to study the interactions of the Z boson, we need to know the W 3 -interactions (given in (1.5)) and the B interactions:
Let us examine, for example, the Z-interactions with d L in the mass basis:
(1.17)
We learn that the neutral current interactions remain universal in the mass basis and there are no additional flavor parameters in their description. This situation goes beyond the Standard Model to all models where all left-handed quarks are in SU (2) L doublets and all right-handed ones in singlets. The Z-boson does have flavor changing couplings in models where this is not the case.
How many flavor parameters are there in the Standard Model? In the interaction basis, the flavor parameters come from the three Yukawa matrices. Since each of these is a 3 × 3 complex matrix, there are 27 real and 27 imaginary parameters in these matrices.
Not all of them are, however, physical. If we switch off the Yukawa matrices, there is a global symmetry added to the Standard Model, 19) where V are all unitary matrices, is the same. One can use this freedom to remove, at most, 15 real and 30 imaginary parameters (the number of parameters in five 3 × 3 unitary matrices). However, the fact that the Standard Model with the Yukawa matrices switched on has still a global symmetry of
means that only 26 imaginary parameters can be removed. We conclude that there are 13 flavor parameters: 12 real ones and a single phase.
Examining the mass basis one can easily identify the flavor parameters. In the quark sector, we have six quark masses, three mixing angles (the number of real parameters in V CKM ) and the single phase δ KM mentioned above. In the lepton sector, we have the three charged lepton masses.
The Mixing Parameters
While the fermion masses are determined from kinematics of various processes so that the values are model independent, the mixing parameters can only be determined from weak interaction processes and could be affected by new physics. There is an intensive experimental effort to measure the elements of the CKM matrix,
There are three ways to determine the CKM parameters:
(i) Direct measurements: Standard Model tree level processes;
(ii) Unitarity: relations among the CKM elements following from V † CKM V CKM = 1; These suppression factors do not necessarily persist in extensions of the Standard Model.
For example, in supersymmetric models there could be contributions of O(g 4 s ) (gluinomediated) and the mixing angles could be comparable to (or even larger than) the Standard Model ones. The validity of indirect measurements is then model dependent.
One can make however a generic statement about the relation between violation of CKM unitarity and the validity of indirect measurements [9] . Let us consider again the measurement of |V tb V td | from ∆m B . In models with vector-like down quarks, there is a tree level (Z-mediated) contribution to this amplitude. In four generation models, the heavy mass of the t ′ quark gives an enhancement factor. In either case, whenever there is a non-negligible violation of the CKM unitarity, there will be a much more significant modification of the Standard Model predictions through large contributions to FCNC processes.
The most efficient way to investigate the mixing parameters is then the following:
( The endpoint spectrum in semileptonic B decays gives
The decay t → bℓ + ν ℓ gives
Unitarity of the CKM Matrix
The requirement of CKM unitarity is simply stated as V † CKM V CKM = 1. This leads to various relations among the matrix elements. The orthogonality between any two columns will be very useful in our discussion:
10)
Another class of unitarity constraints is given by
Using unitarity constraints, one can narrow down some of the ranges determined from direct measurements (most noticeably, that of |V cs |) and put constraints on the top mixings |V ti |. For example, the relation (2.12) and the very small measured values of |V ub | and |V cb | imply that, to an excellent approximation,
The relation (2.10) and the small measured value of |V us V ub | imply that, to a good approximation,
14)
The relation (2.11), together with |V ub /V cb | ≤ 0.10 and |V cd /V ud | = 0.22, gives
The full information on the absolute values of the CKM elements from both direct measurements and three generation unitarity is summarized by [10] : The unitarity of the CKM matrix is manifest using an explicit parameterization. There are various useful ways to parameterize it, but the standard choice [10] is the following [11] : 
Because of the smallness of λ and the fact that for each element the expansion parameter is actually λ 2 , it is sufficient to keep only the first few terms in this expansion. The ranges in (2.16) can be translated into the following ranges of the Wolfenstein parameters:
The relation between the parameters of (2.17) and (2.19) is given by
This specifies the higher order terms in (2.19).
Neutral Meson Mixing
The presently useful indirect measurements (∆m B , ∆m B s and ε K ) are all related to neutral meson mixing. Before presenting the implications of these measurements for the CKM parameters, we briefly discuss then the physics and formalism of neutral meson mixing. We refer specifically to the neutral B meson system, but most of our discussion applies equally well to the neutral K, B s and D systems.
Our phase convention for the CP transformation law of the neutral B mesons is defined
Physical observables do not depend on the phase factor ω B . An arbitrary linear combination of the neutral B-meson flavor eigenstates,
is governed by a time-dependent Schrödinger equation, (For Γ 12 (B s ) it has been shown that local quark-hadron duality holds exactly in the simultaneous limit of small velocity and large number of colors. We thus expect an uncertainty of O(1/N C ) ∼ 30% [13] [14] . For Γ 12 (B d ) the small velocity limit is not as good an approximation but an uncertainty of order 50% still seems a reasonable estimate.) New physics is not expected to affect Γ 12 significantly because it usually takes place at a high energy scale and is relevant to the short distance part only.
The light B L and heavy B H mass eigenstates are given by
The complex coefficients q and p obey the normalization condition |q| 2 + |p| 2 = 1. Note that arg(q/p * ) is just an overall common phase for |B L and |B H and has no physical significance. The mass difference and the width difference between the physical states are given by
Solving the eigenvalue equation gives
In the B system, |Γ 12 | ≪ |M 12 | (see discussion below), and then, to leading order in |Γ 12 /M 12 |, (2.27) and (2.28) can be written as
29)
Indirect Measurements
The most useful CP conserving indirect measurement is that of ∆m B [15] :
The Standard Model accounts for ∆m B = 2|M 12 | by box diagrams with intermediate top quarks [16] :
where G F is the Fermi constant, η B is a QCD correction factor calculated in NLO [17] ,
is a kinematic function calculated from the box graphs [16] , and 
This constraint gives at present
which is consistent with, and actually significantly improves the unitarity constraint (2.15).
Another useful indirect measurement if that of ∆m B s . The expression for ∆m B s is very similar to (2.31), except for the CKM dependence and an SU (3) breaking factor (that is an approximate global symmetry of the strong interactions that holds in the limit
The uncertainty in the ratio between the matrix elements is smaller than the uncertainty in each of them separately [19] :
At present, there is only a lower bound [15] , ∆m B s ≥ 12.4 ps −1 , leading to
which further improves the upper bound of (2.34).
The imaginary part of the K −K mixing amplitude corresponds to the CP violating observable ε K discussed in the next chapter:
The off-diagonal mass matrix element M 12 is obtained from the ∆S = 2 effective Hamiltonian with contributions from both the c-quark and the t-quark in the EW loop, yielding
where f K is the kaon decay constant and η i are QCD factors calculated in NLO [17, 20] .
Im M 12 is dominated by short distance physics (intermediate top quark), so that the main source of theoretical uncertainty lies in the matrix element [19] , B K = 0.6 − 1. The resulting constraint on the CKM parameters can be written (with the convention that
where all well-known quantities have been combined in the numerical constant,
In the future, we may get useful information about the CKM parameters from the two rare kaon decays, K + → π + νν [21] and K L → π 0 νν [22] , which are theoretically very clean. Both modes are dominated by short distance Z-penguins and box diagrams. The branching ratio for K + → π + νν can be expressed in terms of ρ and η [18] :
where 43) and X(x t ) and P 0 (X) represent the electroweak loop contributions in NLO for the top quark and for the charm quark, respectively. The main theoretical uncertainty is related to the strong dependence of the charm contribution on the renormalization scale and the QCD scale, P 0 (X) = 0.40 ± 0.06. First evidence for K + → π + νν was presented recently [23] . The large experimental error does not yet give a useful CKM constraint and is consistent with the Standard Model prediction.
The K L → π 0 νν decay is CP violating and will be discussed later in detail. The branching ratio can be expressed in terms of η [18] :
The present experimental bound, BR(K L → π 0 νν) ≤ 1.6 × 10 −6 [24] lies about five orders of magnitude above the Standard Model prediction [25] and about two orders of magnitude above the bound that can be deduced using model independent isospin relations [26] from the experimental upper bound on the charged mode.
The Unitarity Triangle
Each of the three relations (2.9)-(2.11) requires the sum of three complex quantities to vanish and so can be geometrically represented in the complex plane as a triangle. These are "the unitarity triangles", though the term "unitarity triangle" is usually reserved for the relation (2.11) only. It is a surprising feature of the CKM matrix that all unitarity triangles are equal in area. For any choice of i, j, k, l = 1, 2, 3, one can define a quantity J according to [27] 
Then, the area of each unitarity triangle equals |J|/2 while the sign of J gives the direction of the complex vectors around the triangles. As will be discussed below, CP is violated in the Standard Model only if J = 0. The area of the triangles is then related to the size of the Standard Model CP violation.
The rescaled unitarity triangle is derived from (2.11) by (a) choosing a phase convention such that (V cd V * cb ) is real, and (b) dividing the lengths of all sides by |V cd V * cb |.
Step (a) aligns one side of the triangle with the real axis, and step (b) makes the length of this side 1. The form of the triangle is unchanged. Two vertices of the rescaled unitarity triangle are thus fixed at (0,0) and (1,0). The coordinates of the remaining vertex correspond to the Wolfenstein parameters (ρ, η) (see (2.19) ).
Depicting the rescaled unitarity triangle in the (ρ, η) plane, the lengths of the two complex sides are
The three angles of the unitarity triangle are denoted by α, β and γ [28] :
They are physical quantities and, we will soon see, can be independently measured by CP asymmetries in B decays.
The only large uncertainties in the present determination of the CKM elements are in |V ub | and |V td |. However, the two are related through (2.11). Thus, the unitarity triangle is a very convenient tool for presenting constraints on these poorly determined parameters.
In particular, ∆m B d and ∆m B s constrain R t , the semileptonic b → u rates constrain R u , and the ε K constraint can be written as
Examining the Wolfenstein parametrization, we learn that |J| = O(λ 6 ) × sin δ. More precisely, the ranges specified above for the mixing angles give the following 90% CL range:
The measurement of ε K is consistent with this range provided that and that is the baryon asymmetry of the universe [6] . Theories that explain the observed asymmetry must include new sources of CP violation [32] : the Standard Model cannot generate a large enough matter-antimatter imbalance to produce the baryon number to entropy ratio observed in the universe today [33] [34] [35] .
In the near future, significant new information on CP violation will be provided by various experiments. The main source of information will be measurements of CP violation in various B decays, particularly neutral B decays into final CP eigenstates [36] [37] [38] .
Another piece of valuable information might come from a measurement of the K L → π 0 νν decay [39, 40, 22, 26] . For the first time, the pattern of CP violation that is predicted by
the Standard Model will be tested. Basic questions such as whether CP is an approximate symmetry in nature will be answered.
It could be that the scale where new CP violating sources appear is too high above the Standard Model scale (e.g. the GUT scale) to give any observable deviations from the Standard Model predictions. In such a case, the outcome of the experiments will be a (frustratingly) succesful test of the Standard Model and a significant improvement in our knowledge of the CKM matrix.
A much more interesting situation will arise if the new sources of CP violation appear at a scale that is not too high above the electroweak scale. Then they might be discovered in the forthcoming experiments. Once enough independent observations of CP violating effects are made, we will find that there is no single choice of CKM parameters that is consistent with all measurements. There may even be enough information in the pattern of the inconsistencies to tell us something about the nature of the new physics contributions 
Notations and Formalism
To understand the experimental and theoretical aspects of CP violation in meson decays, we first introduce some formalism. We continue the discussion of eqs. (2.22)-(2.27). Again, we specifically discuss the neutral B meson system, but large parts of our analysis apply equally well to the other meson systems.
To discuss CP violation in mixing (see below), it is useful to write (2.30) to first order in |Γ 12 /M 12 |:
To discuss CP violation in decay (see below), we need to consider decay amplitudes.
The CP transformation law for a final state f is
For a final CP eigenstate f = f CP , the phase factor ω f is replaced by η f CP = ±1, the CP eigenvalue of the final state. We define the decay amplitudes A f andĀ f according to
where H d is the decay Hamiltonian.
To discuss CP violation in the interference of decays with and without mixing (see below), we introduce a complex quantity λ f defined by
The effective Hamiltonian that is relevant to M 12 is of the form (We implicitly assumed that the vacuum insertion approximation gives the correct sign for
In general, there is a sign(B B ) factor on the right hand side of (3.6) [44] .) The decay Hamiltonian is of the form
where φ f is the appropriate weak phase. (Again, for simplicity we use a V − A structure, but the results hold for any Dirac structure.) Then
Eqs. (3.6) and (3.8) together imply that for a final CP eigenstate, This results from the mass eigenstates being different from the CP eigenstates, and requires a relative phase between M 12 and Γ 12 . For the neutral B system, this effect could be observed through the asymmetries in semileptonic decays:
In terms of q and p,
CP violation in mixing has been observed in the neutral K system (Re ε K = 0).
In the neutral B system, the effect is expected to be small, < ∼ O(10 −2 ). The reason is that, model independently, the effect cannot be larger than O(∆Γ B /∆m B ). The difference in width is produced by decay channels common to B 0 andB 0 . The branching ratios for such channels are at or below the level of 10 −3 . Since various channels contribute with differing signs, one expects that their sum does not exceed the individual level. Hence
) is a rather safe and model independent assumption. On the other hand, it is experimentaly known that ∆m B /Γ B ≈ 0.7.
To calculate the deviation of |q/p| from a pure phase (see (3.1)), (ii) CP violation in decay:
This appears as a result of interference among various terms in the decay amplitude, and will not occur unless at least two terms have different weak phases and different strong phases. CP asymmetries in charged B decays,
are purely an effect of CP violation in decay. In terms of the decay amplitudes,
There is as yet no unambiguous experimental evidence for CP violation in decays. A measurement of Re ε ′ K = 0 [45, 46] would constitute such evidence. It is also possible that the first unambiguous evidence for such CP violation will come from B decays, e.g. for
There are two types of phases that may appear in A f andĀf . Complex parameters in that is an absorptive part of an amplitude that has contributions from coupled channels.
Usually the dominant rescattering is due to strong interactions and hence the designation "strong phases" for the phase shifts so induced. Again only the relative strong phases of different terms in a scattering amplitude have physical content, an overall phase rotation of the entire amplitude has no physical consequences.
Thus it is useful to write each contribution to A in three parts: its magnitude A i ; its weak phase term e iφ i ; and its strong phase term e iδ i . Then, if several amplitudes contribute to B → f , we have
(3.17)
The magnitude and strong phase of any amplitude involve long distance strong interaction physics, and our ability to calculate these from first principles is limited. Thus quantities that depend only on the weak phases are much cleaner than those that require knowledge of the relative magnitudes or strong phases of various amplitude contributions, such as CP violation in decay. There is however a large literature and considerable theoretical effort that goes into the calculation of amplitudes and strong phases . In many cases we can only relate experiment to Standard Model parameters through such calculations.
The techniques that are used are expected to be more accurate for B decays than for K decays, because of the larger B mass, but theoretical uncertainty remains significant.
The calculations generally contain two parts. First the operator product expansion and QCD perturbation theory are used to write any underlying quark process as a sum of local quark operators with well-determined coefficients. Then the matrix elements of the operators between the initial and final hadron states must be calculated. This is where theory is weakest and the results are most model dependent. Ideally lattice calculations should be able to provide accurate determinations for the matrix elements, and in certain cases this is already true, but much remains to be done.
(iii) CP violation in the interference between decays with and without mixing:
Any λ f CP = ±1 is a manifestation of CP violation. The special case (3.18) isolates the effects of interest since both CP violation in decay (3.14) and in mixing (3.10) lead to |λ f CP | = 1. For the neutral B system, this effect can be observed by comparing decays into final CP eigenstates of a time-evolving neutral B state that begins at time zero as B 0 to those of the state that begins asB 0 :
This time dependent asymmetry is given (for |λ f CP | = 1) by 
The ε K Parameter
Historically, a different language from the one used by us has been employed to describe CP violation in K → ππ and K → πℓν decays. In this section we 'translate' the language of ε K and ε ′ K to our notations. Doing so will make it easy to understand which type of CP violation is related to each quantity.
The two CP violating quantities measured in neutral K decays are There are two isospin channels in K → ππ leading to final (2π) I=0 and (2π) I=2 states:
The fact that there are two strong phases allows for CP violation in decay. The possible effects are, however, small (on top of the smallness of the relevant CP violating phases) because the final I = 0 state is dominant (this is the ∆I = 1/2 rule). Defining
we have, experimentally,
Instead of η 00 and η +− we may define two combinations, ε K and ε ′ K , in such a way that the possible effects of CP violation in decay (mixing) are isolated into ε
The experimental definition of the ε K parameter is
To zeroth order in A 2 /A 0 , we have η 00 = η +− = ε K . However, the specific combination (3.29) is chosen in such a way that the following relation holds to first order in A 2 /A 0 :
Since, by definition, only one strong channel contributes to λ 0 , there is indeed no CP violation in decay in (3.30) . It is simple to show that Re ε K = 0 is a manifestation of CP violation in mixing while Im ε K = 0 is a manifestation of CP violation in the interference between decays with and without mixing. Since experimentally arg ε K ≈ π/4, the two contributions are comparable.
The experimental definition of the ε
The theoretical expression is
Obviously, any type of CP violation which is independent of the final state does not contribute to ε ′ K . Consequently, there is no contribution from CP violation in mixing to (3.32) . It is simple to show that Re ε ′ K = 0 is a manifestation of CP violation in decay while Im ε ′ K = 0 is a manifestation of CP violation in the interference between decays with and without mixing.
CP violation in K → πνν
CP violation in the rare K → πνν decays is very interesting. It is very different from the CP violation that has been observed in K → ππ decays which is small and involves theoretical uncertainties. Similar to the CP asymmetry in B → ψK S , it is predicted to be large and can be cleanly interpreted. Furthermore, observation of the K L → π 0 νν decay at the rate predicted by the Standard Model will provide evidence that CP violation cannot be attributed to mixing (∆F = 2) processes only, as in superweak models.
Define the decay amplitudes 33) and the related λ πνν quantity:
The decay amplitudes of K L,S into a final π 0 νν state are then 35) and the ratio between the corresponding decay rates is
We learn that the K L → π 0 νν decay rate vanishes in the CP limit (λ πνν = 1), as expected on general grouns [39] .
Since the effects of CP violation in decay and in mixing are expected to be negligibly small, λ πνν is, to an excellent approximation, a pure phase. Defining θ K to be the relative phase between the K −K mixing amplitude and the s → dνν decay amplitude, namely λ πνν = e 2iθ K , we get from (3.36):
Note that a πνν ≤ 1, and consequently a measurement of Γ(K + → π + νν) can be used to set a model independent upper limit on Γ(K L → π 0 νν) [26] . Physics. We now give the formalism of the neutral D system for the case that the mixing is close to the present bounds.
We define the neutral D mass eigenstates:
We define the following four decay amplitudes:
We introduce the following two quantities:
The following approximations are all experimentally confirmed:
We are interested in the case that ∆m D is found to be close to the present bound. (As mentioned above, this could only happen with new physics beyond the Standard Model.)
Then, we can make a second approximation:
We further make the reasonable assumptions that CP violation in decay is negligible: 44) and that CP violation in mixing is negligible:
With (3.44) and (3.45), we find
For the observation of mixing, we are interested in the state |D 0 (t) that starts out as a pure |D 0 at t = 0 and in the state |D 0 (t) that starts out as a pure |D 0 . The result of the above discussion is the following form for the (time dependent) ratio between the doubly Cabibbo suppressed and Cabibbo allowed rates: .)
The linear term is potentially CP violating. There are four possibilities concerning this term [47, 48] :
: both strong and weak phases play no role in these processes.
(ii) Im(λ −1
weak phases play no role in these processes. There is a different strong phase shift in
strong phases play no role in these processes. CP violating phases affect the mixing amplitude.
(iv) |Im(λ −1
both strong and weak phases play a role in these processes.
CP Violation in The Standard Model
Introduction
The irremovable phase in the CKM matrix allows CP violation. Recalling the CP transformation laws,
we learn that mass terms and gauge interactions can be CP invariant if the masses and couplings are real. In particular, consider the coupling of W ± to quarks. It has the form
The CP operation interchanges the two terms except that V ij and V 
The quantity J is of much interest in the study of CP violation from the CKM matrix.
The maximum value that J might assume is 1/(6 √ 3) ≈ 0.1, but in reality it is ∼ 3 × 10 −5 .
Since the Standard Model contains only a single independent CP-violating phase, all possible CP-violating effects in this theory are very closely related. Consequently, the pattern of CP-violations in B decays is strongly constrained. The goal of B factories is to test whether this pattern occurs in Nature.
CP Violation in Mixing
In the B d system we expect that Γ 12 ≪ M 12 model independently. Using the SM box diagrams to estimate the two quantities [49] , one gets 
Note that the suppression comes from the (m 2 c /m 2 t ) factor. The last term is the ratio of the area of the unitarity triangle to the length of one of its sides squared, so it is O(1). In contrast, for the B s system, where (4.7) holds except that V td is replaced by V ts , there is an additional suppression from J/|V tb V * ts | 2 ∼ 10 −2 (see the corresponding unitarity triangle).
The above estimate of CP violation in mixing suffers from large uncertainties (of order 30% [13] or even higher [50] ) related to the use of a quark diagram to describe Γ 12 .
CP Violation in Hadronic Decays of Neutral B
In the previous subsection we estimated the effect of CP violation in mixing to be of O(10 −3 ) within the Standard Model, and ≤ O(|Γ 12 /M 12 |) ∼ 10 −2 model independently [51] . In semileptonic decays, CP violation in mixing is the leading effect and therefore it can be measured through a SL . In purely hadronic B decays, however, CP violation in decay and in the interference of decays with and without mixing is > ∼ O(10 −2 ). We can therefore safely neglect CP violation in mixing in the following discussion and use
A crucial question is then whether CP violation in decay is comparable to the CP violation in the interference of decays with and without mixing or negligible. In the first case, we can use the corresponding charged B decays to observe effects of CP violation in decay. In the latter case, CP asymmetries in neutral B decays are subject to clean theoretical interpretation: we will either have precise measurements of CKM parameters or be provided with unambiguous evidence for new physics. The question of the relative size of CP violation in decay can only be answered on a channel by channel basis, which is what we do in this section.
Most channels have contributions from both tree-and three types of penguin-diagrams, the latter classified according to the identity of the quark in the loop, as diagrams with different intermediate quarks may have both different strong phases and different weak phases [52] . On the other hand, the subdivision of tree processes into spectator, exchange and annihilation diagrams is unimportant in this respect since they all carry the same weak phase.
While quark diagrams can be easily classified in this way, the description of B decays is not so neatly divided into tree and penguin contributions once long distance physics effects are taken into account. Rescattering processes can change the quark content of the final state and confuse the identification of a contribution. There is no physical distinction between rescattered tree diagrams and long-distance contributions to the cuts of a penguin diagram. While these issues complicate estimates of various rates, they can always be avoided in describing the weak phase structure of B-decay amplitudes. The decay amplitudes for b →′ can always be written as a sum of three terms with definite CKM coefficients:
Here P and T denote contributions from tree and penguin diagrams, excluding the CKM factors. As they stand, the P terms are not well defined because of the divergences of the penguin diagrams. Only differences of penguin diagrams are finite and well defined.
However already we see that diagrams that can be mixed by rescattering effects always appear with the same CKM coefficients and hence that a separation of these terms is not needed when discussing weak phase structure. Now it is useful to use eqs. (2.10) and (2.11) to eliminate one of the three terms, by writing its CKM coefficient as minus the sum of the other two.
In the case of qqs decays it is convenient to remove the V tb V * ts term. Then
(4.10)
In these expressions only differences of penguin contributions occur, which makes the cancellation of the ultraviolet divergences of these diagrams explicit. Furthermore, the second term has a CKM coefficient that is much smaller, by O(λ 2 ), than the first. Hence this grouping is useful in classifying the expected CP violation in decay. (Note that terms b → dds, which have only penguin contributions, mix strongly with the uūs terms and hence cannot be separated from them. Thus P terms in A(uūs) include contributions from both dds and uūs diagrams.)
In the case of qqd decays the three CKM coefficients are of similar magnitude. The convention is then to retain the V tb V * td term because, in the Standard Model, the phase difference between this weak phase and half the mixing weak phase is zero. Thus only one unknown weak phase enters the calculation of the interference between decays with and without mixing. We can choose to eliminate which of the other terms does not have a tree contribution. In the cases q = s or d, since neither has a tree contribution either term can be removed. Thus we write
Again only differences of penguin amplitudes occur. Furthermore the difference of penguin terms that occurs in the second term would vanish if the charm and up quark masses were equal, and thus is GIM suppressed [53] . However, even in modes with no tree contribution, (ssd), the interference of the two terms can still give significant CP violation in the interference of decays with and without mixing.
The penguin processes all involve the emission of a neutral boson, either a gluon (strong penguins) or a photon or Z boson (electroweak penguins). Excluding the CKM coefficients, the ratio of the contribution from the difference between a top and light quark strong penguin diagram to the contribution from a tree diagram is of order
This is a factor of O(0.03). However this estimate does not include the effect of hadronic matrix elements, which are the probability factor to produce a particular final state particle content from a particular quark content. Since this probability differs for different kinematics, color flow and spin structures, it can be different for tree and penguin contributions and may partially compensate the coupling constant suppression of the penguin term. Recent CLEO results on BR(B → Kπ) and BR(B → ππ) [54] suggest that the matrix element of penguin operators is indeed enhanced compared to that of tree operators.
The enhancement could be by a factor of a few, leading to
(Note that r P T does not depend on the CKM parameters. We use powers of the Wolfenstein parameter λ to quantify our estimate for r P T is order to simplify the comparison between the size of CP violation in decay and CP violation in the interference between decays with and without mixing.) Electroweak penguin difference terms are even more suppressed since they have an α EM or α W instead of the α s factor in (4.12), but certain Z-contributions are enhanced by the large top quark mass and so can be non-negligible.
We thus classify B decays into four classes. Classes 
into (Ā/A). The quark subprocess inB 0 → ψK 0 is b → ccs which is dominated by the W -mediated tree diagram:
The CP-eigenvalue of the state is η ψK S = −1. Combining (4.8) and (4.15), we find
The second term in (4.10) is of order λ 2 r P T for this decay and thus eq. The same quark subprocesses give theoretically clean CP asymmetries also in B s decays. These asymmetries are, however, very small since the relative phase between the mixing amplitude and the decay amplitudes (β s defined below) is very small.
The best known example of class (ii) is B → ππ. The quark subprocess is b → uūd which is dominated by the W -mediated tree diagram. Neglecting for the moment the second, pure penguin, term in eq. (4.11) we find
The CP eigenvalue for two pions is +1. Combining (4.8) and (4.17), we get
The pure penguin term in eq. (4.11) has a weak phase, arg(V * td V tb ), different from the term with the tree contribution, so it modifies both Imλ and (if there are non-trivial strong phases) |λ|. The recent CLEO results mentioned above suggest that the penguin contribution to B → ππ channel is significant, probably 10% or more. This then introduces CP violation in decay, unless the strong phases cancel (or are zero, as suggested by factorization arguments). The resulting hadronic uncertainty can be eliminated using isospin analysis [57] . This requires a measurement of the rates for the isospin-related channels B + → π + π 0 and B 0 → π 0 π 0 as well as the corresponding CP-conjugate processes. The rate for π 0 π 0 is expected to be small and the measurement is difficult, but even an upper bound on this rate can be used to limit the magnitude of hadronic uncertainties [58] .
Related but slightly more complicated channels with the same underlying quark structure are B → ρ 0 π 0 and B → a 0 1 π 0 . Again an analysis involving the isospin-related channels can be used to help eliminate hadronic uncertainties from CP violations in the decays [59, 60] . Channels such as ρρ and a 1 ρ could in principle also be studied, using angular analysis to determine the mixture of CP-even and CP-odd contributions.
The analysis of B → D + D − proceeds along very similar lines. The quark subprocess here is b → ccd, and so the tree contribution gives
. Again, there are hadronic uncertainties due to the pure penguin term in (4.11), but they are estimated to be small.
In all cases the above discussions have neglected the distinction between strong penguins and electroweak penguins. The CKM phase structure of both types of penguins is the same. The only place where this distinction becomes important is when an isospin argument is used to remove hadronic uncertainties due to penguin contributions. These arguments are based on the fact that gluons have isospin zero, and hence strong penguin processes have definite ∆I. Photons and Z-bosons on the other hand contribute to more than one ∆I transition and hence cannot be separated from tree terms by isospin analysis.
In most cases electroweak penguins are small, typically no more than ten percent of the corresponding strong penguins and so their effects can safely be neglected. However in cases (iii) and (iv), where tree contributions are small or absent, their effects may need to be considered. (A full review of the role of electroweak penguins in B decays has been given in ref. [61] .)
Unitarity Triangles
One can obtain an intuitive understanding of the Standard Model CP violation in the interference between decays with and without mixing by examining the unitarity triangles.
It is instructive to draw the three triangles, (2.9), (2.10) and (2. Let us examine the CP asymmetries in the leading decays into final CP eigenstates.
For the B mesons, the size of these asymmetries (e.g. Imλ ψK S ) depends on β because it gives the difference between half the phase of the B −B mixing amplitude and the phase of the decay amplitudes. The form of the third unitarity triangle, (2.11), implies that β = O(1), which explains why these asymmetries are expected to be large.
It is useful to define the analog phases for the B s meson, β s , and the K meson, β K :
The angles β s and β K can be seen to be the small angles of the second and first unitarity triangles, (2.10) and (2.9), respectively. This gives an intuitive understanding of why CP violation is small in the leading K decays (that is ε K measured in K → ππ decays) and is expected to be small in the leading B s decays (e.g. B s → ψφ). Decays related to the short sides of these triangles are rare but could exhibit significant CP violation. Actually, the large angles in the (2.9) triangle are approximately β and π − β, which explains why CP violation in K → πνν is related to β and expected to be large. The large angles in the (2.10) triangle are approximately γ and π − γ. This explains why the CP asymmetry in B s → ρK S is related to γ and expected to be large. (Note, however, that this mode gets comparable contributions from penguin and tree diagrams and does not give a clean CKM measurement [56] .)
CP Violation Beyond the Standard Model
The Standard Model picture of CP violation is rather unique and highly predictive.
In particular, we would like to point out the following features:
(i) CP is broken explicitly.
(ii) All CP violation arises from a single phase, that is δ KM . (i) CP is broken spontaneously.
(ii) There are many CP violating phases (even in the low energy effective theory).
(iii) CP is an approximate symmetry, with all CP violating phases small (usually
(iv) Values of CP violating observables can be predicted and could be very different from the Standard Model predictions (except, of course, ε K ). In particular, Imλ ψK S and a πνν could both be ≪ 1.
To understand how the Standard Model predictions could be modified by New Physics, we will focus on CP violation in the interference between decays with and without mixing.
As explained above, it is this type of CP violation which, due to its theoretical cleanliness, may give unambiguous evidence for New Physics most easily.
CP Violation as a Probe of Flavor Beyond the Standard Model
Let us consider five specific CP violating observables. On the other hand, the mixing amplitude can be easily modified by new physics. We parametrize such a modification by a phase θ d :
(ii) Imλ φK S , the CP asymmetry in B → φK S . This measurement will cleanly determine the relative phase between the B −B mixing amplitude and the b → sss decay amplitude. The b → sss decay has only Standard Model penguin contributions and therefore is sensitive to new physics. We parametrize the modification of the decay amplitude by a phase θ A [62] :
(iii) a πνν , the CP violating ratio of K → πνν decays. This measurement will cleanly determine the relative phase between the K −K mixing amplitude and the s → dνν decay amplitude. The experimentally measured small value of ε K requires that the phase of the K −K mixing amplitude is not modified from the Standard Model prediction. On the other hand, the decay, which in the Standard Model is a loop process with small mixing angles, can be easily modified by new physics. It is no wonder then that with such rich information, flavor and CP violation provide an excellent probe of new physics.
Supersymmetry
A generic supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model contains a host of new flavor and CP violating parameters. (For reviews on supersymmetry see refs. [63] [64] [65] [66] . The following section is based on [67] .) The requirement of consistency with experimental data provides strong constraints on many of these parameters. For this reason, the physics of flavor and CP violation has had a profound impact on supersymmetric model building. A discussion of CP violation in this context can hardly avoid addressing the flavor problem itself. Indeed, many of the supersymmetric models that we analyze below were originally aimed at solving flavor problems.
As concerns CP violation, one can distinguish two classes of experimental constraints.
First, bounds on nuclear and atomic electric dipole moments determine what is usually called the supersymmetric CP problem. Second, the physics of neutral mesons and, most importantly, the small experimental value of ε K pose the supersymmetric ε K problem. The latter is closely related to the flavor structure of supersymmetry.
The contribution to the CP violating ε K parameter in the neutral K system is dominated by diagrams involving Q andd squarks in the same loop [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] . The corresponding effective four-fermi operator involves fermions of both chiralities, so that its matrix elements are enhanced by O(m K /m s ) 2 compared to the chirality conserving operators. For mg ≃ m Q ≃ m D =m (our results depend only weakly on this assumption) and focusing on the contribution from the first two squark families, one gets (we use the results in ref. (i)Universality: At some high scale, the soft supersymmetry breaking terms are universal. In other words, the different squark generations are degenerate [73] [74] . There are two very different ways to achieve such a situation. First, the mechanism that communicates supersymmetry breaking to the observable sector could be flavor blind. This is the case with gauge mediated supersymmetry breaking [75] [76] [77] [78] , but it is also possible (though not generic) that similar boundary conditions occur when supersymmetry breaking is communicated to the observable sector up at the Planck scale [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] . RGE effects will introduce some splitting at low energy which, for the first two squark generations, is typically of O(m 2 c /m 2 W ). Second, the Yukawa hierarchy could be a result of a non-Abelian flavor symmetry with the first two generations forming a doublet [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] [94] . In this framework, the first two squark generations are approximately degenerate with splitting which could be as high as O(λ 2 ). The third generation could be widely split from the first two.
(ii) Alignment [95] [96] [97] : The mixing angles in the gluino-quark-squark couplings are small. This is usually achieved in models where the Yukawa hierarchy is explained by Abelian flavor symmetries. In the symmetry limit, both the quark mass matrices and the squark mass-squared matrices are diagonal, so that mixing is suppressed by small breaking parameters. Typically, the alignment is required to be very precise between the first two down generations, while all other supersymmetric mixing angles are similar to the corresponding CKM angles. (i) The two measurements are theoretically clean to better than O(10 −2 ). Thus they can provide the most accurate determination of CKM parameters.
(ii) As concerns CP violation, the Standard Model is a uniquely predictive model. In particular, it predicts that the seemingly unrelated Imλ ψK S and Imλ πνν measure the same parameter, that is the angle β of the unitarity triangle.
(iii) In the presence of New Physics, there is in general no reason for a relation between
Imλ ψK S and Imλ πνν . Therefore, a measurement of both will provide a sensitive probe of New Physics.
